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lntroduction* 

There is an intemal conflict in a country that is preparíng for the negotiation 
of a free trade agreement. This confHct t.akes place between the domestic pro

ducer ofthe input toa certaln final product and the "third-country" producer of 
that final product over the definition of the rule of origin of the final product. 
Intuitively, the producer ofthe final product will in genera) prefer less restrictive 
rules of origin than the input producers in order to have access to a large variety 
of inputs. The producer of the input wiH want more stringent rules so tbat the 
demand for his product increases. 

Above this contlict, the government which is negotiating the FTA must decide 
wiUch rules of origin nilgbt maximize the welfare of its country subjeet lo the re
striction of disagreements of interests ín the productive chain. This, in an effort to 
reconoile prívate and public interests, 

In trus eontext, we develop in this papera model where the government is seek
ing to cboose an optimal rule of origin wbich .maximizes the labor income (which 
measures social welfare) and solves the eonfliet in the productive cbain by: 

a) assuring adequate profits for producers of inputs and fmal products; 
b) inducing technological improvement in the domestic input sector by trans

fering technology to this sector from the final product firm; 
e) guaranteeing an increase in the demand for the domestic input over time. 

While choosing sooh a rule, the government must consider that its decision 
will be taken onc.e and Hwrltten in stone" ftom then on. That is. the selection of 
the rule of origin will be a onewshot, time-invariant decision. 

In our model the government will try lo take advantage ófthe new or advanced 
teehniques of the established third-country prívate capital. By the example this fur. 
eigo firm sets, the diffusion of technologicaladvance will be promoted in the econ
omy, generating externa} economies a.nd enhancing the detrumd for domestic inputs. 

This paper consists of four sections. In the frrst, the basic elements of the 
model are presented. In the second section, the method of solution is stodied; in the 
following section, examples that help to illustrate and charaeterize the solution are 
showed. Finally, in the last section of tbís peper, sorne eoncluding remarks are made. 

Tbe numerieal calculations in section 3 show that~ in general~ tbere ts nota ruie 
that reconciles the diverse interests for the whole economy. The optimal rule may 
vary from industry to industry, depending on the specifws of eaeh one of these. In 
each particular índustry, wbat is good for the domestic producers of intermediates 
may not always be so good for social welfare and vice versa. E ven if a high rule 

• I am grateful to Dagobert L. Brito for his he1pful comments. This paper was supported 
by the Ora Amold Pellowship and the Consejo Naeional de Ciencia y Tecnologia {Conacyt). 
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Rosel/6n 1 Rules ofOrigin and Welfare Analysis 

appears to be better for the domestíc input producers, a lower rule may be the one 
wbich maximizes the wage income of workers and reconcíles the diverse interests 
in the productivo ehain. An opposite situatíon may also oceur. It all depends on the 
specific market and technological restrictíons faced in each industry. 

J. The model 

A Japanese firm based in Mexico se lis its final product Y in the U.S. under per
fect competítion. Y is produced with two non-substituable kind of inputs: labor 
!1 andcapital zwhich can be purchased in Mexico (z0 ) or in Japan (z1).

1 The firm 
is a monopsonist in tbe Mexican market for zD, but is a price taker in the markets 
ofthe Japanese input z1 and labor 11• lt uses technology F(z,l1) = min(z,/1). 

In Mexico, zD ís produced by a large number ofdomestic firma which cannot 
i.nfluence íts price p D' A representative firm i is a price taker in the labor market and 
produces z~ with labor t; and technology a using the production function 

G(a,/2~ ~al~~, where P J.IOOl 
We assnme that 11 and 12 are two different types oflabor and, as in Britn and lntril

ligator (1991), that one type oflabor cannot be trained lo become thc other. Tbe supply 
functíons oí laborare given by w1= IP where w1 is thc price oflabor 11and í e {1,2}. 

From the fJist order conditions ofthe input producers, we can obtain the de
mand for labor in their sector: 

Clearingthe market for 12 and using G, wc obtain thesupply functinn ofÜle input secwr: 

.~ 
D (1) 

Now observe that the profit function of the Japanese firm can be written as: 

(2) 

1 
Tbat is, we are anumingz"" zn + ;:1, which implles that the domestic andimported inputs 

are perfect s:ubstitutes. This is a similar assumption to the one ofOrossman (1981), However, 
unlike: thls autlror, we also assume that z and 1

1 
are nón-substituable. 
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where: 

Pc=ínternationat price of the final product produced by the Japanese f1m1; 
Pw =ínternational price of the Japanese input; 

-1 

Substituting (!) into (2), using z0 = (1 + !) 1., and from tbe first order con-

ditions of the 1apanese firm, we obtain: 

Clearing the market for labor l., we obtain: 

u'·'l¡' -'11< 
11 -11:; + -,.,~,10 ;; (1 + .!.) + Pw (1 + af' ~O 

Pn a u 

which ls an implicit function of a anda. We denote this function by l 1(a,a). 
Therefore the set of equilibrium quantities and prices for given values of a anda is:2 

-1 

z; = (1 + ~) l1(a,u); 

f¡ = l 1(a,a); 

2 In the calculation ofthese general equllibrium quantities, we are implicÚly applying Walras 
Law by making equal to one the prioo of the good eonsumed by workers and clearing the market 
for that good. 
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( )IH>l~ ... 
• 2(JI-I/,.~ lt a,a ( 1) _, w=n--2n ·-,...,··-!+- -p(l+a)· 
1 ,....... a""PJlz a w ' 

We have a special interest in expressing the equilibrium expressions for the 
quantíty and price variables in the economy as functions oftechnology a and the 
ratio a.. The reason for thís is that we will substitute these equilibrium expres~ 
sions in a control model (thal will be developed in !he next few pages) which will 
have a as the control variable and a as the state variable. a and a will be the 
"'engines" of tbe economy but, as we will study, the problem wíll not be in a 
strict sense one of optimal control since a will not depend on time. In the solu· 
tion of such problem. a will turn out to depend on a. 

Let u now be a variable cal!ed !he "rule of origin". We will be interesled in 
how movements of a. may atfect the equilibrium prices and quantities and also the 
technology. Al this moment, we would like to k:now how the demand for the domeslic 
input behaves when the rule of origie becomes more restrictivo. 3 The following propo
sition hnplies that an iiwrease in a affects the demand for the dnmestic input positively 
ifthe elasticity of tbe technology a with respect to the rule of origin is large enough. 

Pro pos ilion: If the elasticity of the domestic sector techoology a with respert 
to !he rule of origie is greater Iban one, then the elasticity ofthe equilibrium labor 
quantíty zt ofthe Japanese sector is positive. 

Proof: From the equilibrium expresS-ion for !1", we can implicitly differentiate 

with respect lo a and get 

Then if 

3 Mussa {19&4) ñnds in bis model tbat the equilibrium amount of domestic input increases 
with an increase in content prot~tion if the clasticlty fQI' the final product is less than a critica1 
value, We, in a previous paper1 found the effects that influence the way in which tbe rule of origin 
alters the equi1ibriwn amoun.t of domestic lnput. 
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Ba a; -t 
--· 2(1 +a) aua 

l!l' 
-• >O íJu . 

Since we are only interested in non-negative values of the rule of origin a, 
then the proposition follows. Q.E.D. 

From this proposition it follows immediately lhat 

if: >l. 
Now assume time t is continuous and te [OF>). Suppos:e there is a Mexican 

policy maker interested in choosíng an a which maxJmizes 

subject lo 

(3) 

a(O) = a0(a0 >O) 

a<!O 

where p, 1; e (0,1) are discounl facl<ml, S e (0,1) andK is tho non·negative amount 
of profits that the Japanese firm wou!d obtain, al any time t, without comp!yin~ 
with the rule of origin a and without receiving tariff preferences on its exports. 

4 K wiU depend on the technology used in the input sector and on the mio Ua of domestk: to 
imported inputs. used by the Japaoose fum in the equiHbriiml without goverment. intetvention. K will 
also depend, as we srudied in chapt.er 2, on the tariffi that the finn should pay for exporting to the U .S. 

S 
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In other words, the policy maker ís trying to find a value of the rule of origín 
which maximizes labor income over time. This rule of origin must maintain a 
levei ofproflts forthe Japanese firm which will make this finncompJy with such 
a rule. Also, the rule of origin chosen has to insure a certain technologiéal pro
gress in the Mexican input sector. This technological progress is acbieved through 
the transfer of techoology from tbe final-product sector to the input sector througb 
a learning-by-doing process. The evolution of technology has a very particular 
form wbich depends on the production function of the domestic input sector as 
in Rivera-Batiz and Romer (1991). This means that, through the process wbich 
produces tbe domestic input, technological progress is also "produced" in a smatler 
proportion (S e (0,1)). This is the basic idea al !he heart of the ¡ypicallearning-by
doing argument (see, for example, Mookherjee and Ray, 1989). 

In making bis choiee of a, the pulicy maker must take into ac<:ount that he is 
making a ''one-shot" decision; he will not be able to make later adjustments. to the 
optimal rule ches en. This situation is similar lo !he une ín Brito and Oakland (1977), 
where the policy maker is trying to find tbe optimal quantity of public goods wben 
the expenditure on these goods is fmanced by an optimal income tax. As we will 
sec later, the naathematical method to salve system (3) when a is time invariant is 
provided by Kokotovic and Heller (1967). 

Usin¡¡ the equilíbrhon expressions for prices aed quanlities, we can rewrite (3) as: 

subject to 

(4) 

a(O) = a,(a, >O) 

Observe that what the policy maker is doing in ( 4) is picking, at each time t, one 
of an infmite number of general equilibrio (one for eacb a) expressed by the equi

libriumquantities andpricesz;1 11•, 1; ,J:b, w~ and w;. That is, the polícy maker chooses 
a continuous path of general equilibria which maximizes the labor ineome in the econ-
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omy, assures a certain technological progress in the domestíc sector and main
tains a leve! of profiJ¡¡ for the Japanese ñrm greater tban K, o ver time.' Other examplcs 
where the optimizer takes the maximizing behaviour of the other agents in the eco n
o m y as a constraint in the selection of an optimal policy are given in the optimal 
income-tax papers by Mir!ecs (1971) and Brito and Oakland (1977). 

Our model can also be understood as a situation in which the Japanese firm is 
a Stackelberg Jeader that establishes, at eaeh time t, !he amcuntof domeotic input to be 
produced by the Mexkan fullowers. The model captures !he bebavior ofthls dynamic mo
nopsony over a continuous time fuunewodc, wbete !he quantity of !he input produecd in
creases wi1h time. 

2.So/utinn 

The solution for a may be found by solvíng the differentialequation for a in (4) 
(usíng the inítial condition a(O) =a, (a0 > 0)), substituting the optimal value a ·(a,t) 
in the objectíve function and tbe remaining consttaint n• ~K in (4), and solving 
the new optimization ¡roblem for a, as in Kokotovic and Heller (1967). 

In order to find a ( a~t), note that we can rewrite 

Ct<tl = e-<~[n'-'t,(a,a)(l + I!ar' r 
•• 

(5) 

Integrating both sides of equation (S), we gel 

..g 
"1:-n$(1\-ll (1 + llct)""• + J r, (a,a(' &• =e (6} 

Then a"(a,t), witb the ínitial condition a( O)= a,, mus! satisfy (6). 
Substituting a • (otJ) into the objective functíon and constraint n•;;, K of (4), we 

obtain the optimization problem 

s Or, in other words. he picks one of an infinite number of vector functiuns, The domain 
of each of these functions is the set of p<~ints in time t (where t is in the interval [O.-) ) and the 
counterdomain is a vector space in R 6+. Eachelementin this vector space is a general equitibrium 
of the economy. 
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(7) 

s.ubject to 

• l1(a' ,a)'> (1 + li«f" 2 1 
n(«,l)= "'"'~ •lí (-,-;¡)<:K, ltte(O¡:o);u2:0 

n a P ~ 

Observe that, after integrating with respect to t, the obj~tive function witl 
depend only on a. Let us analyze the constraint n' 2: K. 

n• is a function in the a., t plane. The plane K .. slices" TI"', and we will only 
be ínterested in !he restrictions on « ímplied by the portions ofn' which are greater 
than or equal lo K (see figure 1). 

n"Ca,t) n· 

t 

Figure 1 
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In fact. since the objective function in (7) depends on o: {and not on time 
t)~ we will only be interested in the one variable function impüed by n• which 
is given by: 

The restrictions on a, implied by (8) ~K, may be convex or non-convex 
(see figure 2). 

(2a) 

Feasible 

set \ 

(2b) 

Feasíble ;··t 

(2c) 

Feasíble 
set 

._ _____ ................. . ................ ----·· ~ ······-·····--....... 
a 0: 

Flgurel 

Then we finally end up with the one variable optimízation problem: 

r • -.-. ... } ~ , , 11 (a ,a) (1 + Jla) 2 , 1 Maxje-•r 1 (a a)----.- (--1)-p l(a ct)(l+a)- dt e 1 • lt•-i\'4 •% A2 w 1 , 
(;t o n a 1" 

subject to 

(9) 

a2:0 

The Kuhn-Tucker (necessary) conditions are: 

l!i (8) considers thc minimwn amount of.Profits that the Japanese firm may obtain. In case 
n\a, t) is decreasing in t. tbe minirnum ofll with respcct to t will occurat 1:itnll' (a,(). 

·~· 
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ilA ~ 1(¡¡y &x' + avi_.t+ ¡_ ;X;onst,; O a;;: O ilAct ~O· 
aa oaa·oo aar ro ) ·aa ~ 

iJA OA 
& ;,o,I.<:O, ¡¡¡, A.=O (10) 

where A ís the lagrangian. A the Iagrange multiplier and 

i!V "'{al, ' } -=e- -· (p -p (1 +a)-) -ea· &a* e w 

{ 

2 
"1 <">1) ·¡ • "t éW V¡ • 1 a,aa V¡ 

-=e"""' Pc ___ Jr_ __ [(l + 1/a)·'~a -<1(2/0 )/\1- (·--+-) i3a i3a n •• _,.. " 1 aa. 3a i3a 

{ 

2 l 
(-,--) {)/ • 81 

OC:onst= . 1 ]t_J!_[(I + I/ 1.\j •-\1(2/")/l>-1(-' iJa . .J.) .... mm <(l-JIJ4- a a ,.. 1 • ~ +::...... + 
- n aa ~ -

lO 
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+ 11'~ ((1 + llar'~ (-2/P)a ·-'1-1 t +a'-'~ (--2/fl)(l + llar'~ -1(-<[))] }; 
f!A 
m;:=Const. 

Let us analyze the implications of conditions (lO) on the extreme value a* 

o fa. Ifa'"=O, then: 2 O implies -K~ O, whích is acontradiction. Then we must 

• have a. >O. 

a'> O implies:;;, O, which is an equation in a and ),. ), may be greaterthan 

orequal to zero. IfA.=O, then ftom:;;, O we obtain a value a• ofa'.rra• makes 

sense with ~;;,O, then a• is the solutíon. The case 1.. =O correspondo to the case 

when the ccnstmint in (9) is not hinding (see figure 3).' 

(3a) 

L..----······""' ........ 111¡. / s· a Fe.asíble 
set 

(3b) 

············ .... ----! .... 
/ s· " 

Feasib1e 
set 

Figure3 

(3c) 

······-····-····! ... 
"'- ¡B:/ ~ " 

Feas.ible 
set 

7 The solution pictures and discussions from now on are done assuming the first order con
ditions (10) are n~sary and sutñcient or, in other words, assuming the objective furu::tion in 
(9) is com.::ave in a. 
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IfA > O, then : = O, whic:h gives us a val u e ñ • of a •. lf <i.. is consistent with 

~=o, then a· is the solution, and tbis case corresponds to the situation when the 

constmnt in (9) is binding (figure 4). 

(4a) (4b) (4c) 

L...--....1 ........ '" .... ,.. ... ,,,,,.,, ...... .L..---1 .. ....... ···iJ!.-a-¡ 
Feasible 
set 

1 11' 

Feasible 
set 

Figure 4 

~(t 
Feasible 
set 

Assume a· is !he optimal solution to (9). Then sinee ~; :l: O and 

the demand by !he Japanese fmn for the domestic input z D will in crease with time. 
This process wíll imply the dynamization ofthe domestic sector, and the evolution 
of the state variable will express the technological progress in the production of 
zD. This technological progress is achieved through the transfer of technology 
from the Japa.nese to the domestic sector through a H}eaming-by~doing" process. 

As we next illusttate with two examples, !he technological cbange induced by 
• a will also have an influence on the dístribution oflabor income through time. Al-

tbough in a very different context, this analysis adresses a similar íssue as that in 
Brito and Intrilligator (1991). However, unlike that study, our model does not sug
gest the elimination of any fmn or group or workers. 

12 
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3. Examples 

Example 1: l1 frxed, Decreastng returns lo scale 

Assume we ha ve a perfectly inelastic supply function oflabor in the final product 
sectorsucb that 11(a,o:) = 1,, and let ~ "(0,1), Then for given a anda, the general 
equílibrium set of quantities and prices is given by: 

w;=nH~~r (j +~)\;· 
Therefore, optimization problem (4) becomes: 

subject to 

(4') 

I3 
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a(O) = a0(a0 >O); a: <: O 

Solvíngthedílferentialequa1ionfura, wilhinilialcondítiona(O) = a0 (a0 > 0), wehave 

Substituting a·(a,t) ínto (4'), we obtain the optimization problem: 

subject to 

';/te (O¡x¡); a<: O 

Now observe that, fur any a, tbe mínimum with respect to tofll"(a,t) occurs at 

_, l> 
. • 1, o+ 11a:r 2 1 1!(1!-1) -~ .... , -+> 

hmll(a:,t)= ,0 ,.~--{z- 0)(n 11 (1+1/a:) !¡ +a0) 

'""' n ¡¡, 
Then we finally have the one variable optímization problem: 

{ 

-, l> -'1> 
__, - 1 (1 + 1/o:, _!_ •Gl-1) -· ... - -1 Max j. Pe/¡- ~"''" O 2 tYn 11 (l + 1/a:) (l e~ +a0) 

D: o n lP )' 

subject to 

14 
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7""(1+11 ·)-lj -li 
n'( )--L " (_2 _ _l_)rlii~-~~-/3 (I+I/~)_.,_,+ '\ >K (9') 

a~ro - nJJ.qr,¡, ~1 J) )\n 1 ..,.,. .., ao) -

a;,;o 

The constraint for n• in (9') will imply tbe feasible set {a/ a> <i}where ii 
satisfies: 

a[n:~((¡z-i)/K n- )~:é'(l +ii)
1"""-a,=0 (12) 

(see figure 5).' 

n·c~. o> 
n·<t»~ h 
It(ca, -} 

...___ ......................... -Jio-
a· ~a 

Foasible 
set 

Set \ala> f/J wbich defines tbe feasible rules of origin for example 1. 
Figure 5 

8 Note that we are implicitly UISing: 

(11) 

which is derived from the assumption that, for any t, the profits If (a~., t) aro greater than K 
(where o..0 is the ratio ofMexican to Japanese inputs that the Japanese flrm would voluntari1y 
choose without complying wíth the rule of orlgin and without rcceiving any tariff preference). 
This assUUlPtion ís valid since the proflf$ acbieved by particípating in rhe FT A must be greater 
than the protlts obtained witbout such participation, when tbe non-restrictive ratio «o is USied. 

15 
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Before goíng into the solution discussion~ it is pertínent to note tbat the fonn 
ofthe technological progress U{t) in ( 4') implies that the demand for the domestic 
input, the labor income in the Mexican sector, the level oftechnology in the do
mestic sector and the minimum profits of the Japanese firm all increase as the 
rule of origin ex is larger.9 Tberefore we may be led to think that the optimal rule 
should be as Iarge as possible. However, we must also consider the effects ofan 
increase of a on the sa1aries in the Japanese sector and on the príce of the do

mestic input. As can be shown, the change in w~ andp~ as a increases is not al-
IJ • 

ways posítive. For example if P = 1 and o~ 1/2, tben ::: may be negative.10 

The Kuhn-Tucker {necessary) conditions ofproblem (9') are given by (10), 
where now: 

{ 
7" (1 +!lar"' 2 _ -'> 

V=e·"' Pc11--
1 --;¡<·•~ (~2 -ll(nS@-1ll1'(1+lla.f•(l-e~-t+a0) 

-pw71(1 +af' }; 

Const= n*(a~oo)- K; 

16 
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aA • 
~-=n (a.C<>)-K 
8), ' . 

The soJution discussion goes as foHows. When the constra.Jnt is not binding, 

we wiJI get the solutíon i't from ~~=O (see figure 3a). When the constraint is 

bínding, we will get the solution &: from (12) (see figure 4a). 

Now assume a • is the optimal solution to (9~). Then z~l a• will remain constant 

o ver time, but, sinee technology increases witb time í ~·¡ >o)~ the domestic pro-
' .. 

ducers of input& will be able to producez~l a• more efficiently, causing tbe input price 

p~j «• and the domes tic-sector labor íncome w;1; l a• to decrease over time (i.e. 

O¡/ (}w'i' 
- D < O and - .. ..l.L < 0). On tbe other hand, the labor income in the Japanese 
Ot a• Ot a• 

/ fJw' J sector increases as time passes l Ot 1 > O , more than compensating for the drop 

•• 
in the cost of input z. Thus. the profits ofthe Japanese firm de<:rease over time. 

On the other hand,observe !he role ofKín (9'). From figure 5, we can see tbet 
as K incresses, the feasible set becomes smaller. In other words as tbe profits that 
the Japanese firm can obtain by not complying witb the rule of origin are larger, 
there is less room for the policy maker to choose an adequate rule. This due to the 
fact that, in tbe case of our specific example~ the Japanese profits diminish with 
time. Tben, as K becomes larger. it becomes more and more difficult to find an a 
that can maintain these profits larger than K over time. 

17 
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Comparalivr!! Statics. 

In order to analyze some other economic implications of examp1e l, we proceed 
to change sorne parameter val u es slightly, Tabfe 1 shows the equilibrium values 
ofthe endogenous variables ofinterest when parameter values are changed, This 
(cross section) analysis iB. done for a particular point in time since, with the ex
ception of a, all tbe endogenous variables in tbe model depend on time. 

Taólel. 
Comparativo Statics of Example 1 

benchmark: ~=.5, B=.l, K=5x to', ~=.02, p=.02 
~~--~a. 1 a' zj,(lo')-f r,(to') : -~--j,(-10")-~~ ,;.~lo') 

i,.,·-·====~=·~4".-09-7--3-;I,--.0-4¡·9··---i---i8"'.o-3_8.~2 1 4.%74 j· 1.3489 1 4.96M 

~~~.49 3.1597 ¡ .0415 7.5960 1 5.0008 l ·;,8397 5Jl008-
~0..=-'.,5:.:.1_-+-5.3!86 1 :0422 s.4t74~1 4.s4so_¡ 9.7242 4~8450 
8=.09 2.8500 ,.~0386 7.4026 1 4.8206 ' 1.4646 4.8206 

8=.11 6.6290 . .0455 8:6892 1 5.0611 1 1.2201 ¡._ 5.0611 

K·•4(I0')·-+-3::.:.090=.:.1_-!-J_..::·04=16::_+-.:..-:7.55Sl 

1

. 4.4430 1 1.1481 J 4.4430 

K=6(10'2 5.4756 1 .0421 8.4557 5.4415 1 1.5387 ·1 5.4415 

,._~=.:..O,c:1c:.9_ .... +-,;;.5:.c.70cc.92_t ! .. 0400 '"8.5095 1 5.4984 1.5612. 1 5.4984 

;,;~-_;-·c:;02"'1'--·-+-3._190_9~ .0437 7.6139 1 4.5099 Ll7~ 4.5099 

p=,Ol9~~ 4.0973 [ .0419 8.0382 4.9674 1.3489 1 4.9674 

p=,021 4.0973 r~Ó4!9 8:o382 1 4.9674 1.3489 4.9674 

The results oftab1e 1 arereached after assumingpc=18,000,p.=50,7,=10,000, 
n=20, t= 1, and a0=.0 L When choosing !bese numbers, we are tbinking, for example, 
of a Japanese car firm based in Mexico which faces a fixed supply oflabor aod con
sumes batteries from severallow-teehnology domestie produeers. 

We also suppose that K;;:. 5 x 1 05
• Under the assumed parameter values 

ll'(ro,«>) is greater than 106 so that (11) (in footnote 8) is satistied. The wnstraínt 

ll'(a,oo)- K and !be implied feasiblo set are as in figure 5. & is calculated from (12) 
and, in lhe benchmark case, is equal to 4.0973. The shape of lhe objeetive functiQll is 
as in figure 6. 
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Flgure6 

Forthe particulatparametervalues chosen, lhe constraint IT(a,oo)- K?. O will 
be binding (as in figure 4a), and thcrefore the solution a' will be given by the value 
ii computed from (12). 

The resulta oftable 1 show how a larger laber share in lhe domestíc sector is 
associated with a larger value rule of origino.. Also, sJight increases in 5 are asso~ 
cíated with relative!y large increases in the rule of origin and increases (at time t ~ 1) 
in the state of technology, the demand for the domestic input, the equí!ibrium 
amount oftaber aed wag:es in tbe domestic sector, aed the productivity oftbe do

mestic sector (expressed by a dccrease in the equilibrium leve! of p';¡. These results 

suggest the ímportance of tbe domestic sector of capacity for "absorbing" U.Cbnol
ogy lhrough leaming-by-doing. The existence of a sufficiently qualifled domestic 
laber force could help to acbieve Ibis goal. Therefore, a govemmeot policy ofbroad 
support to education is suggested. 

Table 1 also shows how a higher convergence of the technological improve
ment (expressed by an increase in~) results in a lower va!ue ofthe rule of origina, 
but a higher convergence of the wage income ( expressed by an increase in p) does 
not affect the equilibrium leve! ofthís rule. Aoother interesting result is that the rule 
of origin becomes larger as K increases. Tbis c:onfirms that the constraint 
n'(a,"')- K;<O is bínding. 

Example 1 iHustrates how a polícy maker bebaves when seeking an adequate 
rule of origin that: a) resolves the conflicts in the productive chain; b) achieves 
transfer oftechnology from the Japanese to the Mexican sector~ e) maximizes wage 
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income. The policy maker must take into account these diverse interests and find 
the best rule whích reconciles them. 

In general, what is good for the domestic producers of intermediates may not 
always be so good as far as social welfare is concemed. Jn this sense, even if intui~ 
tively a high rule would be bet!er for the domestie input producers, a lower rule may 
be the one which maximizes the wagc in come of workers and reconciles the diverse 
interests in the eoonomy. 

However, it is possible that lhe optimal rule takes place ata bigger value Iban 
the rule wbich would maximize the total wage income in tbe economy. This is il
lustrated in figure 6 aod is the situation in example l. On the other hand, figure 7 
depicts the shape of the function of technological evolution for the base value of a' 
in example 1 , for the particular p:arameter values chosen. 

a(t) 

t 

Figure 7 

Example 2: [, Variable. Constant Returns to Scale 

Assume naw that the supply function in the labor market is given by w1 ;;:;; 11• and 
let P ; 1. Then for given a anda, tlle clearing amount oflabor uaed in lhe final product 
sectorwill be 

11::~·pJl +a.r' 
l¡(a,a.) = --~·----

1 +.;.o+ var' 
a 
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Then the set of equilíbrium quantities and prices for given values of a and 

• Jt;-p.(l +<t.fl 
ZD=- ··; 

(1 + lla) + ··· 2 (1 + lluf1 

a 

1;=(1 + 1/a)z;,; 

,. 1 • 
"2=aZW 

w; =pe-; (1 + 1/ur' ·~ -p (1 +a}
1
; a w 

Therefore, optimization problem (4) becomes:ll 

subject to 

á{t) = •i -. ..ó!It:~-.,_,P .".(1_+--'a)'---l I 
(1 + 1/a) + ~ (1 + !laf

1 

• 1 lPc- P.(l +«r
1l' 

O(a,t)=--- ~K, 'tte[O,oo) (4") 
a' [(1 + 1/a) + 2; (1 + l/uf1

]
2 

a 

11 Notethat rr(a,t) is equal in this e:tample to p~ z~and that a(t)., e~ (z;;l. Note also that 

we (of course) bave p;z; =w; t.¿•. which impUes that the profits in the domestic sector are zero 

due tu the constant returns to sca1e techaology. 
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Let us now solvethe differentiaJ equation for a. Note tbat from (4'')~ we can 
rewrite the expression for it:(t) as 

(5') 

Integrating both sides of(5'), we get 

Using the initial condition a(O) = a0, we obtain the value of e and the solu~ 
tion a'{a.,l) of(5'). 

Substituting a'(a.,t) into (4"), we get !he optimization problem: 

subject to 

lit-P .ct + "'r'J' 
IT(a;¡) ~ ···'----,?.K, 'o't E [01") 

[lea. ti (1 + ll«l'.±1 r 
a (a, t)(l + !la) 

a?.O 

Now observe that, as in example l. the minimum offl"'(a.t t) with respect to 
t occurs at 

'" (1 +a¡-']' limn'(a,t) = ~- IFCc_-_,P~w::__._:__:._ 
,..... [ a'(af!'):O.+llu}' + ;T 

a (a;,ao)(l + 1/u) - j 
Then we end up with the one variable optimization problem: 
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00 

{ '" (1 )"
1

]

2 

[ J} MaxJe-pt IPC-pw +Ct 1---·1 dt 
a • 1 + - •. ~ 2 (1 +llar' a'(a, t)

2 
(l + lla.)' + 2 

a (a, t) 

subject to 

(9"} 

a?:O 

As before the constraint for ri' in (9' '} will define the set of feasible rules 
of origin (see figure 8).12 

K 

' ll'(a,~J 

-..../ / /' -..., 

1'- ./ 
................. .................... 

ll 

Set of feaoihlo rules of origin ín 
example 2, givcn by " ............. " 

Figure 8 

The Kuhn-Tucker {necessary) oondilions are given by (10) where now: 

" Note that we are implicldy w.ing that there is at least one &. sucb that 

ll'(l\ ,oo) >K {tl ') 

As in example 1, this ís derived from the assumption rf(cto t) >K for any t(where a0 is the 
Mex¡can to Japanese input ratio voluntarily chosen by the Japa:nese firm). 
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Const~ n'(a, oo)- K; 

-1 

-(1--; 1 )[(1+: (1+1/ar') 4(1+l(aT'a~' 
a 2 (1 + !la)'+ 2 a 2 a ' 

(
dJ(•¡-•·)1 .,dC ·• - da 11 a ,a da J' (a ,a) +da 11 (a ,a) ; 
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+ (1 + ~' (1 + 1/af'r' (p.(l + af'); 
a 

fJA 
-=Const 
i'J), 

The characterization ofthe solution corresponding to these conditions- is as 
on section 2 (se e figures 3 and 4 ). 

Now assume a' is !he optimal solution ro (9"). Then !he demand by !he Japanese 

finn fur !he domestic input z~ 1 u• will increase through time ( ~~ a• ;,: O} implying a 

learning-by-doing tnmsrer oftechnology from the Jopanese t.o the Mexicon sector and 
resulting in a technological prngress expressed by Q(t). Thís technological prngress is 

such that it implies on overtime deerease ofthe price p~l •• ofthe input ( ~ "'<O} 

The decrease of the price of the domestic input is caused by the every time increas
ing efficiency oftbe domestíc producers. However~ the tevbnological progress over 
~m~ ":ill be suc}h that it will also imply a decrease ofthe domestic sector's revenue 

lilp;tzD ••SO Consequently, the sector's labor income will decline 

a.v r.. ) l-· ~ ' "'S O ,Jreepingthe seetor's prnfitsequal tozero. Thisisduetotheconstant 

returns to seale tecimology in the domestic sector. Also, as il~ ;";'pie l, th} e labor 

income in theJapanese sectorbecomes largeras time passes: ~L a:•> O and the 
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profits n·(a., t) ofthis sector will diminish over time sínce they behave identicaJly 
to the revenue Jb z~ ofthe domestic sector. 

Also, note how all the behavior of the economy across time is mainly induced 
by the behaviour of z;, while in example 1 movement is only induced by the progress 

of tecbnology. On the other hand, K will again play an importan! role in the defmi
tion ofthe choice set ofthe policy maker. The bigger theK, the less room for choice. 

Comparative Statics 

In table 2 we present the results of an analysis for example 2 analogous to the one 
showed in table l. The results of table 2 are reached af\er assuming ~ ~1, 6 ~1. 
n =20, t =1, and a0""'l. 

Table 2. 

Comparative Sta ti es of Example 2 

bencbmark: 1; ~.02, Pe; 18(10'). p,;SO, p ;,02, K= 5 x 10' 
. ---··...,---.~--~ 

! a·(lo') a'(to'} z;,(lo'} f¡(to'} (,=w; p;= w-' w;(lo) 

=b·=·=·====:¡_-:cL::.:53:..:s..ct-+-'3"".1-'7-'-ls'-l-"t.c.79:..:i:.:s-+l~~ooo .5671 L7S8::.:o=!=1"-.8o_o_o_ 

~~.018 ' 1.7259 2.5747 1.7990 1.8000 .6987 2.7137 1.8000 
-~·--r---r--~·- +----t---1---·-t----+--
¡;~.022 .9629 3.8273 1.7981 1.8000 .4698 1.2275 1.8000 .L.._c=,__t----'---+-.. ~·- --j----
Ps'"'15 po'JI 1.1s37 2.20l8_~4..._9"-s74-"t"'-.so.:..:o-'-o -'~68~o' J.091s u 000-
Pc··200o'J.L~.Es9 : 4.3178 • 2.0988 2.1000 .4861 1.12:::.5.:._8+2.1000 

p.=40 1 .9629 1 3.1694 1 1.7981 1.8000 .5673 1.7900 1.8000 . , __ , ,_ 

p.=60 .. 1.9166 3.1726 ' 1.7991 1.8000 .5671 . 1.1873 1.8000 - ---+---
¡>='.016 1.3444 i 3.1713 ¡ 1.7987 1.8000 .5672 1.7885 1.8000 

--.---+-·-----'-+---+--·~-+- ··~· .. ·-
!:_IF_..:..·0:..:2:..:.4_+1-._15_37~ ~ 3,1705 l. 7984 1.11000 _.5_67_2 .. _,_1_. 7_8_9_1 +-1._8000_ .. _ 

K~4 (lO') 1.5351 .. 3.1718

1 
1.7988 ' 1.8000 .5671 ~ 1.7880 1.8000 

K=6 (lO') 1.5351 3.1718 1.7988 1.8000 .5671 1.7880 1.8000 

The assumption &=1 implies that the domestic sector is very successful in achiev
ing technologica! progress by a learning-by-doing process. The prodnction in the 
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domest!c sector is such that it "produces" batteries and technology in the same pro
portion. As is pointed out in Rivera~ Batiz and Romer ( 1991), this is an extreme case 
oftechnological evolution. When il= 1, lhe solution a*( o:~) of (5 ') is ¡¡!ven by 

Por the assumed parameter values, the shape ofthe constraint Il'" (a.,«>) is as 
in figure 9. Then, since K ís by assumption equal to 5 x 10' and under !he as

sumed parameter values n' (oo,oo) ís greater !han 106
, (11 '),in footoote 12, is sat

ísfied. The shape of the obíective function is as in figure 10. 

----~,.~---··~----- --

Kf 
1.....--'···························lftao-

/ a 
Feasible 
set 

Flgure9 
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r V(a, t)dt 

"---················· ................................ , .. 
/ a· a 

Feasible set 

Figure 10 

For the particular parameter values chosen, the constraint n· (a,co)- K'2. O wi11 

not be binding. Therefore, the solution a • will be given by the value d: computed 

a A 
from ea ~o. 

Table 2 shows how a different situation from example 1 (11 variable and con~ 
stant retums) impHes that the value of the optimal rule can be much larger. This 
suggests that the rule that reconciles the di verse interests of the economr may vary 
from industry to industry, depending on the specifics of each industry .1 

The results in table 2 show that an increase in the international price pe is as~ 
sociated with an increase in the equilibrium level of the rule of origin as well as 
with increases (attime t=l) ofthe state oftechnology, the wage income in theJapa
nese sector, the demand for domestic inputs and the productivity in the domes tic 
sector. However. as Pe becomes larger the wage income in the domestic sector de
creases. 

Another result which is consistent with intuition is the one that relates an in
crease in the price Pw of the Japanese input with a larger demand for the domestic 
input anda decrease ofthe pricepD ofthe product ofthe domestic sector. On the 
other hand, higher convergences of the technological improvement ( expressed by an 
in crease in ~) and the wage in come ( expressed by an in crease in p) result in a 1ower 
value of the rule of origin. Finally, the fact that the rule of origin remains unaltered 

13 This result supports the position taken by the Mexican delegation in tbe actual negotia
tions for the North American Free Trade Agreement. During tbe internal negotiations, each in
dustry was analyzed separately and diverse positions on rule oforigin (one for each industry) 
were presented to Americans and Canadians in the table of negotiations. 
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as K increases is in accordance with the fact that the constraint n· (a,oo)- K~ O is 
not binding for the particular parameter values chosen. On the other hand, the shape 
ofthe function oftechnological evolution for the base va1ue of a .. in example 2 is 
depicted in figure 11. 

a(t) 

t 

Figuren 

4. Conclusions 

The model of thís paper aimed to analyze the problem of definition of adequate 
rules of origin in a country that is preparing itself for the negotiation of a free 
trade agreemenL The government of such a country would like to take seusíble 
rules to the negotiation table. These rules must be such that they insure domestic 
we1fare maximization, reso]ve the antagonís:ms in the productive chain, and in
duce domestíc technologícal progress. 

With this purpose, we developed a dynamíc model of a policy maker who ís 
making a one-.shot decision regarding rules of origin. In making such a dedsion, he 
must take into acoount that he seeks to maximíze labor income over time in a do-. 
mestic productive chain with special characteristícs. In this productive chaint a 
"third-country" finn whích exports to another country within the free trade zone 
may buy its inputs from domestic or foreign suppliers. The rule selected must be 
su eh that it maintains the level of profits t;hat the third-country could obtain without 
participating in the agreement. Therefore, the bigger these profits are, the 1ess room 
for choice of rules there is. Alsot the rule chosen has to insure a certain level of 
technologica1 progress in the Mexícan input sector andan increase ofthe domestic 
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demand overtime. The advance in technology is achieved by the transfer of tech
nology from the the third-country finn to the domestic sector. 

The solution to the maximization problem of the model provides an optimal 
vector function which assigns to each point in time a general equilibrium of the 
economy. With two examples we showed that this solution may vary according to 
the specific characteristics of each industry. In this sense it could happen that even 
if an a priori intuition suggests a high rule for the good ofthe economy, a lower rule 
could be the one which maximizes labor income and reconciles the opposing eco
nomic interests. An opposite case could also be possible. 

In example 1 we supposed a perfectly inelastic supply-of-labor function in the 
final product sector and decreasing retums to scale in the domestic input sector. 
With these assumptions we showed that once the optimal rule of origin is chosen 
the technology will improve over time. Ibis willlet the domestic producers of in
puts produce every time more efficiently, causing the input price to decrease with 
time. The labor in come will diminish in the domestic sector, but will grow in the 
final product sector as time passes. The assumption ofperfect inelasticity oflabor 
in the Japanese sector implies that the demand for domestic inputs will remain con
stant through time. Then the dynamic behaviour of the economy in example 1 is 
only explained by the intertemporal progress oftechnology. 

A comparative statics (numerical) analysis provided more information about 
the characteristics of a particular solution to example l. An interesting result is that 
slight increases in the value of the parameter of technology convergence implies 
large increases in the equilibrium rule of origin and increases (ata particular point 
in time) in the state oftechnology, the demand for the domestic input, the produc
tivity of the domes tic sector, and the equilibrium amount of labor and wages in the 
domestic sector. These results suggest, as a policy recommendation, that the gov
ernment should support the fonnation of a qualified domestic labor force that facili
tates the process oftechnology absorption in the domestic sector. 

In example 2, we assumed an elastic supply of labor in the Japanese product 
sector and constant retums to scale in the domestic sector. Given this setting we 
showed, assuming that the optimal rule was chosen, that the demand by the Japanese 
firm for the domestic input would increase through time. Therefore, in this example, 
the dynamics ofthe system are basically driven bythe increase ofthis demand, which 
contributes to the transfer of technology to the domestic producers. The growing 
efficiency in this sector leads to a decrease in the price of the input across time. 
Also, as in example l, the two labor incomes ofthe economy observe opposite in
tertemporal behaviour. Namely, labor income decreases in the domestic sector but 
increases in the Japanese sector. 

The comparative statics analysis of example 2 showed, among other things, 
that an increase in the intemational price of the Japanese final product causes in
creases in the equilibrium level of the rule of origin and an increase, at a certain 
point in time, in the state oftechnology, the wage income in the Japanese sector, 
the demand for domestic inputs, and the productivity in the domestic sector. 
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